Abstract If a mathematical program has many symmetric optima, solving it via Branchand-Bound techniques often yields search trees of disproportionate sizes; thus, finding and exploiting symmetries is an important task. We propose a method for automatically finding the formulation group of any given Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Program, and for reformulating the problem by means of static symmetry breaking constraints. The reformulated problem -which is likely to have fewer symmetric optima -can then be solved via standard Branch-and-Bound codes such as CPLEX (for linear programs) and COUENNE (for nonlinear programs). Our computational results include formulation group tables for the MIPLib3, MIPLib2003, GlobalLib and MINLPLib instance libraries and solution tables for some instances in the aforementioned libraries.
Introduction
We consider Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Programs (MINLPs) in the following general form:
where f : R n → R, g : R n → R m , b ∈ R m , x L , x U ∈ R n and Z ⊆ {1, . . . , n}. Throughout the paper, elements of groups are represented by means of permutations of either the column or the row space; permutations on the row space are denoted by left multiplication, and permutations on the column space by right multiplication. For a mathematical program P we let F (P) be its feasible region and G (P) be the set of its global optima. For x ∈ R n and B ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, we let x[B] = (x j | j ∈ B) be the partial vector of x restricted to the components in B. If X ⊆ R n , then X[B] = {x[B] ∈ R |B| | x ∈ X}.
Problems (1), be they linear or nonlinear, may be solved either heuristically or exactly. The most widely used technique for solving (1) exactly is the Branch-and-Bound (BB) algorithm. BB is a tree-based search in the variable space where each node represents a subproblem of (1) whose feasible region is a subset of the feasible region of (1) . A node is pruned when one of the following holds: (a) a global optimum for the node was found; (b) the node was proved to be infeasible; (c) a lower bound for the problem at the node has higher value than the value of the objective function evaluated at the current best solution (the incumbent). In all other cases, the node is branched into two or more subnodes the union of whose feasible regions is the same as the feasible region of the parent node. For Mixed-Integer Linear Programs (MILPs), branching occurs on the integer variables only, and BB terminates finitely [54] . Finite termination also occurs with some nonlinear problems [1, 9] , although in general BB applied to MINLPs -called spatial BB (sBB) -can only terminate finitely with an ε-approximate optimum for a given ε > 0.
BB usually converges slowly on problems (1) whose solution set has many symmetries because many leaf nodes in the BB tree may contain (symmetric) global optima: hence, no node in the paths leading from the root to these leaf nodes can ever be pruned. So, in general, we expect symmetric problems to yield larger BB trees. It is worth pointing out, however, that we carried out a few experiments using other solution methods than BB: these provided evidence to the effect that local-search based heuristics usually find optima faster if there are many of them -so it may not be worth breaking symmetries when using a heuristic method.
In this paper we describe methods to speed up the BB solution process applied to symmetric MILPs and MINLPs via a reformulation of the narrowing type [31] .
Definition 1 Given a problem P, a narrowing Q of P is such that (a) there is a function η : F (Q) → F (P) for which η(G (Q)) ⊆ G (P), and (b) Q is infeasible only if P is.
The proposed narrowing rests on adjoining some static symmetry breaking inequalities (SSBIs) [38] to the original formulation, i.e. inequalities that are designed to cut some of the symmetric solutions while keeping at least one optimal one. The reformulated problem is then solved by standard software packages such as CPLEX [22] (for MILPs) and COUENNE [4] (for MINLPs, replaced sometimes by BARON [47] on COUENNE's failures). In the same spirit as [31] , our reformulation is completely automatic, in the sense that given the original problem we automatically compute the formulation group as well as the narrowing.
With respect to the existing literature about symmetry in mathematical programming, the main contribution of this paper is that of being able to deal with symmetric MINLPs and NLPs, and not just MILPs and Semidefinite Programs (SDPs) as was previously the case [34, 23, 19, 43, 52] . Moreover, whereas many existing works assume that the formulation group is known in advance, we propose a method for computing the formulation group of a MINLP automatically. The SSBIs we employ for constructing narrowing reformulations hold for every possible group and are well-behaved numerically. We provide computational validation of our ideas by (a) supplying formulation group tables for most of the instances in the MIPLib3 [6] , MIPLib2003 [39] , GlobalLib [10] and MINLPLib [11] (which also contains MacMINLP [26] ); (b) evaluating BB performance on the symmetric instances in the aforementioned libraries, with and without SSBIs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 3 we perform a literature review concerning the use of group theoretical methods in mathematical programming. We define several groups linked to a mathematical program in Sect. 4 . In Sect. 5 we introduce expression trees and DAGs for representing mathematical functions. We explain in Sect. 6 how to compute a formulation group automatically. Sect. 7 introduces several types of SSBIs and some ways to combine them. Computational results validating the proposed approach are given in Sect. 8: these include formulation group tables (Sect. 8.3) as well as results tables (Sect. 8.4).
Notation
Most of the groups considered in this paper act on vectors in R n by permuting the components. Permutations act on sets of vectors by acting on each vector in the set. We denote the identity permutation by e. We employ standard group nomenclature: S n ,C n are the symmetric and cyclic groups of order n, and D 2n is the dihedral group of order n (i.e. the group of rotations and reflections of a regular n-polygon in the plane). If G is a subgroup of H, we write G ≤ H. If G, H are groups, then the cartesian (set) product G × H can be endowed with a group structure by defining (π, σ )(π ′ , σ ′ ) = (ππ ′ , σ σ ′ ) for all (π, σ ), (π ′ , σ ′ ) ∈ G × H. Two groups G, H are isomorphic (denoted G ∼ = H) if there is a group homomorphism φ : G → H (i.e. φ is such that φ (ππ ′ ) = φ (π)φ (π ′ ) for all π, π ′ ∈ G) which is both injective and surjective.
For a group G ≤ S n and a set X of row vectors,
If X = {x}, we denote XG by xG (and similarly GY by Gy if Y = {y}). We say that G fixes X setwise if XG = X, and pointwise if ∀x ∈ X xg = x (similarly for Y -if not otherwise specified, we shall refer to setwise rather than pointwise fixing). We refer to xG as the orbit of x in G (similarly for Gy). In computational group theory literature the notation orb(x, G) is sometimes employed instead of the more algebraic xG. The (setwise) stabilizer stab(X, G) of a set X with respect to a group G is the largest subgroup H of G that fixes X (i.e. such that XH = X). For any permutation π ∈ S n , let Γ (π) be the set of its disjoint cycles, so that
For a group G and π ∈ G let π be the smallest subgroup of G containing π, and for a subset S ⊆ G let S be the smallest subgroup of G containing all elements of S (we also use the terminology subgroup generated by π and, respectively, S), in which case S is a set of generators of S . For any π ∈ S n , let o(π) = | π | denote the order of π. If π is expressed as a product of disjoint cycles, o(π) turns out to be the least common multiple of all the cycle lengths.
Given B ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, Sym(B) is the symmetric group of all the permutations of elements in B. A permutation π ∈ S n is limited to B if it fixes every element outside B; π acts on B ⊆ {1, . . . , n} as a permutation ρ ∈ Sym(B) if
in which case we denote ρ by π [B] , and call ρ the restriction of π to B. Because disjoint cycles commute, it follows from the definition that for all k ∈ N,
. If B is an orbit of the natural action of G on the integers, then it is easy to show that G[B] is a transitive constituent of G, defined [21] as the set of restrictions to B of the elements of G whenever B is an orbit. In general, though, G [B] may not even need to be a subgroup of G: take G = (1, 2)(3, 4), (1, 3), (4, 2) and
Literature review
We provide here an essential review of group-based methods in mathematical programming, with the notable exceptions of SDP-related results [52] and Constraint Programming (CP) [13] because mostly out of scope -see [38] for more information. Notwithstanding, a technique for automatic symmetry detection in CP bearing some similarity to the one proposed here can be found in [45] . The existing work may be classified in three broad categories: (a) the abelian group approach proposed by Gomory to write integer feasibility conditions for Integer Linear Programs (ILPs), not reviewed here because out of scope (see [30] for details); (b) symmetry-breaking techniques for specific problems, whose symmetry group can be computed in advance; (c) general-purpose symmetry group computations and symmetrybreaking techniques to be used in BB-type solution algorithms.
Category (b) is possibly the richest in terms of number of published papers. Many types of combinatorial problems exhibit a certain amount of symmetry. Symmetries are usually broken by means of specific branching techniques (e.g. [36] ), appropriate global cuts (e.g. [50] ) or special formulations [25, 8] based on the problem structure. The main limitation of the methods in this category is that they are difficult to generalize and/or to be made automatic.
Category (c) contains three main research streams. The first was established by Margot in the early 2000s [34, 35] , and is applicable to problems in general form (1) where x L = 0, x U = 1, i.e. Binary Linear Programs (BLPs). Margot [34, 38] defines the relaxation group G LP (P) of a BLP P as:
or, in other words, all relabellings of problem variables for which the objective function and constraints are the same. The relaxation group (2) is used to derive effective BB pruning strategies by means of isomorphism pruning and isomorphism cuts local to some selected BB tree nodes (Margot extended his work to general integer variables in [37] ). Further results along the same lines, where branching on symmetric nodes at the same level is carried out implicitly (orbital branching), can be obtained for covering and packing problems [43, 44] : if O is an orbit of a certain subgroup of the relaxation group, at each BB node the disjunction ( i∈O x i = 1) ∨ ∑ i∈O x i = 0 induces a feasible division of the search space; orbital branching restricts this disjunction to x h = 1 ∨ ∑ i∈O x i where h is an arbitrary index in O.
A method for finding the MILP relaxation group (2), based on solving an auxiliary MILP encoding the conditions σ Aπ = A, cπ = c and σ b = b in the constraints, was proposed in [29] . The second stream was established by Kaibel et al. in 2007 [23] (also see [16] ). Symmetries in the column space (i.e. permutations of decision variables) of binary ILPs having 0-1 constraint matrices are shown to affect the quality of the linear programming bound. Limited only to permutations in cyclic and symmetric group, complete descriptions of orbitopes are provided by means of linear inequalities. Let x ′ be a point in {0, 1} n (the solution space), with n = pq, so that we can arrange the components of x ′ in a matrix C. Given a group G and π ∈ G, for all 0-1 p × q matrices C let πC be the matrix obtained by permuting the columns of C according to π. Let GC be the orbit of C under the action of all π ∈ G, GC be the lexicographically maximal matrix in GC (ordering matrices by rows first) and M max pq (G) be the set of all GC. Then the full orbitope associated with G is conv(M max pq (G)). An automatic symmetry detection method for certain orbitopal symmetries that works in linear time is described in [5] . Inspired by the work on orbitopes, E. Friedman recently proposed a similar but extended approach [19] leading to the application of fundamental domains (see [38] for a definition of this well-known concept) to symmetry reduction: given a feasible polytope X ⊆ [0, 1] n with integral extreme points and a group G acting as an affine transformation on X (i.e. for all π ∈ G there is a matrix A ∈ GL(n) and an n-vector d such that πx = Ax + d for all x ∈ X), a fundamental domain is a subset F ⊂ X such that GF = X.
Groups of a mathematical program
Given a MINLP P as in (1), the solution group G * (P) of P is defined as stab(G (P), S n ), i.e. the group of all permutations of variable indices mapping global optima into global optima. When P is a MILP, G * (P) contains as a subgroup the symmetry group of P, defined for MILPs in [38] as the group of permutations mapping feasible solutions into feasible solutions with the same objective function value. Solution groups are hard to compute for a general MINLP (1) because presumably explicit knowledge of G (P) is needed a priori. We consider the groupḠ P that "fixes the formulation" of P:
It is easy to show thatḠ P ≤ G * (P): let π ∈Ḡ P and x * ∈ G (P);
and it has the same function value because f (x * π) = f (x * ) by definition. Thus G (P)π = G (P) and π ∈ G * (P).
The two most problematic conditions that need testing to ascertain whether a given permutation π is inḠ P are:
Since NONLINEAR EQUATIONS (determining if a set of general nonlinear equations has a solution) is an undecidable problem in general [55] , such tests are algorithmically infeasible. We therefore assume that for functions f 1 , f 2 : R n → R we have an oracle equal( f 1 , f 2 ) that, if it returns true, then dom( f 1 ) = dom( f 2 ) and ∀x ∈ dom( f 1 ) ( f 1 (x) = f 2 (x)), in which case we write f 1 ≡ f 2 . We remark that we do not ask that the equal oracle returning false should imply f 1 = f 2 : although this will make equality a stricter notion than it need be (so some pairs of equal functions will not belong to the ≡ relation), it will allow us to implement the oracle efficiently by means of expression trees (see Sect. 5). We can now define the formulation group of a MINLP P as follows:
The structure of G P depends on the oracle used to implement equality testing. With respect to a trivial oracle always returning false, for example, G P would always only consist of the identity. Because for any function h,
it is clear that G P ≤Ḡ P . Thus, it also follows that G P ≤ G * (P). AlthoughḠ P is defined for any MINLP (1), if P is a BLP, thenḠ P is the same group as G LP (P), as the following result shows. (1) such that f , g are linear forms, Z = {1, . . . , n} and x L = 0, x U = 1, we haveḠ P = G LP (P).
Proposition 2 Given a problem P as in
Proof Let π ∈ G LP (P); then (a) cπ = c and (b) ∃σ ∈ S m such that σ b = b and σ Ab = A. Let f (x) = cx in (1); then f (xπ) = c(xπ) = (cπ)x, and by (a) we have f (xπ) = cx = f (x). Now let g(x) = Ax in (1); then g(xπ) = A(xπ) = (Aπ)x, and by (b) there is σ ∈ S m such that
, and π ∈Ḡ P . The implicationḠ P ≤ G LP (P) follows directly from the definition (3) if P is a BLP.
⊓ ⊔
A function equality test oracle
Any mathematical expression consisting of a finite sequence of operator symbols, variable symbols and numerical constants can be represented by an n-ary expression tree [15, 14, 3] . We consider a finite set O of operators ordered according to a given order (for example, lexicographically according to their English names); we remark that operators can be unary (such as logarithm, exponential, sine, cosine, etc.), binary (such as fraction, difference, power) or k-ary (such as sum and product) for some positive integer k. 
for all x in the domains of f 1 , f 2 , whereas the converse is not true (e.g. sin(x) = cos(x + π/2) for all x ∈ R but the trees corresponding to sin(x) and cos(x + π/2) are different). As remarked in Sect. 4, if equal( f 1 , f 2 )=true we write f 1 (x) ≡ f 2 (x) (in this expression there is no need to quantify over x, as ≡ is an equality relation between the two trees representing
Restricted to linear forms, the relation ≡ is the same as equality.
We define the canonical expression tree for the linear form cx by:
it is easily shown that the canonical tree is unique and that there are finite deterministic algorithms reducing any other expression tree representing cx to the canonical tree (similarly for dx). Now let f 1 (x) = f 2 (x) for all x ∈ R n ; then ∀x (cx = dx), which implies c = d, and thus the canonical expression tree for c is identical to the canonical expression tree for d.
⊓ ⊔ By Lemma 3 and Prop. 2, given a problem P as in (1) such that f , g are linear forms, Z = {1, . . . , n}, x L = 0 and x U = 1, we have G P = G LP (P).
The functions f , g appearing in (1) have the property that their argument list x is the same, so the trees for f , g 1 , . . . , g m can share the same variable leaf nodes. This yields a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) D P = (V P , A P ) where V P = V f ∪ i≤m V g i and A P = A f ∪ i≤m A g i . D P is a DAG representing the mathematical structure of the functions of P. It is rooted at the smallest operators of lowest precedence in f , g 1 , . . . , g m ; its leaf nodes are the problem variables and all the problem constants. More comprehensive discussions about expression DAGs and their uses in optimization can be found in [4, 42, 48] .
Automatic computation of the formulation group

Fixed subsets of DAG nodes
We emphasize the following subsets of V P : the set S F of all root nodes corresponding to objective functions (in this section we generalize to multi-objective problems although in practice we only consider single objective problems), the set S C of all root nodes corresponding to constraints, the set S O of all operator nodes, the set S K of all constant nodes and the set S V of all variable nodes. We remark that
For a node v ∈ S F , we denote the optimization direction by d(v); for a node v ∈ S C , we denote the constraint sense by s(v) and the corresponding constraint RHS constant by b(v). For a node v ∈ S O , we let ℓ(v) be the level of v in D P , λ (v) be its operator label (operator name) and o(v) be the rank of v in the argument list of its parent node if the latter represents a noncommutative operator, or 1 otherwise. We remark that for nodes in S O the level in D P is well-defined, as the only nodes in D P with more than one incoming arc are the leaf nodes, and no operator node can be a leaf. For v ∈ S K , we let µ(v) be the value of v. For v ∈ S V we let r(v) be the 2-vector of lower and upper variable bounds for v and ζ (v) be 1 if v represents an integral variable or 0 otherwise.
We define the relation ∼ on V P as follows.
It is easy to show that ∼ is an equivalence relation on V P , and therefore partitions
The projection homomorphism
Let G ≤ S n and ω be a subset of {1, . . . , n}. Let H = Sym(ω) and define the mapping
Theorem 4 ϕ is a group homomorphism if and only if G stabilizes ω setwise.
Proof (⇒) Assume ϕ is a group homomorphism and suppose there is σ ∈ G and i ∈ ω such that σ (i) = j ∈ ω. Take any permutation π ∈ H such that π(i) = k ∈ ω, k = i. Then the action of πσ is to move i to j first (because of σ ), and then fix it to j (because of π), which means that (πσ )[ω] simply fixes i; on the other hand, the action of
) and then move it to k (because of π[ω]), hence ϕ(πσ ) = ϕ(π)ϕ(σ ), against the assumption. Thus σ (i) ∈ ω for all i ∈ ω and σ ∈ G, which implies Gω = ω.
(⇐) Assume Gω = ω and let π, σ ∈ G. First, for a single cycle γ fixing ω pointwise, we obviously have γ[ω] = e. Now consider two single cycles β , γ appearing in the disjoint cycle product representation of some permutations of G. Since G fixes ω setwise, either: (1) both β , γ ∈ H, or (2) one is in H and the other is in S n H, or (3) both are in S n H. For case (1) 
Hence,
which completes the proof. ⊓ ⊔
Mapping graph automorphisms onto the formulation group
For a digraph D = (V, A), its automorphism group Aut(D) is the group of vertex permutations γ such that (γ(u), γ(v)) ∈ A for all (u, v) ∈ A [46] . Let G DAG (P) be the largest subgroup of Aut(D P ) fixing V k for all k ≤ K (i.e. containing only vertex permutations γ such that γV k = V k for all i ≤ K). For ease of notation, assume without loss of generality that the vertices of D P are ordered so that for all j ≤ n, the j-th vertex corresponds to the leaf node for variable x j (the rest of the order is not important), i.e. S V = {1, . . . , n}.
Proof By definition, all permutations of
Proof By Lemma 5 and Thm. 4.
Proof We first remark that by Cor. 6, Imϕ is endowed with a group structure, because
. By an argument similar to that of Lemma 5, G DAG (P) fixes S C setwise, which implies that ψ is a group homomorphism by Thm. 4. Let σ = ψ(γ) and π = ϕ(γ). Because γ fixes each equivalence class V k , we have Zπ
. Conversely, suppose π ∈ G P and there is no automorphism γ of D P fixing all V k 's and such that ϕ(γ) = π. Then either f (xπ) ≡ f (x), or there is no σ ∈ S m such that σ g(xπ) ≡ g(x), or ψ(γ)b = b, contradicting the hypothesis. Thus, Imϕ = G P setwise. Since both are subgroups of S n , the identity isomorphism shows that Imϕ = G P groupwise too. ⊓ ⊔ By Thm. 7, we can automatically generate G P by looking for the largest subgroup of Aut(D P ) fixing all V k 's. Thus, the problem of computing G P has been reduced to computing the (generators of the) automorphism group of a certain vertex-coloured DAG. This is in turn equivalent to the GRAPH ISOMORPHISM (GI) problem [2] . GI is in NP, but it is not known whether it is in P or NP-complete. A notion of GI-completeness has therefore been introduced for those graph classes for which solving the GI problem is as hard as solving it on general graphs [51] . Rooted DAGs are GI-complete [7] but there is an O(N) algorithm for solving the GI problem on trees ( [46] , Ch. 8.5.2).
Corollary 8 If T ′ is a set of group generators of G DAG
In this section we shall discuss the automatic generation of two types of SSBIs, one of which is valid for symmetries in any group G P , and the other only holds for the full symmetric group S n . Because of their generality and of the usual trade-off between generality and efficacy, the general-purpose SSBIs we propose are not the tightest possible; however, it is their generality that makes their automatic generation feasible (and easy) for all MINLPs. We also propose tighter SSBIs that only hold for S n , so that we can only generate them automatically for those instances displaying at least one orbit whose stabilizer is the symmetric group. Some works in the literature [50] suggest using very tight and rather general-purpose SSBIs based on interpreting a 0-1 vector as a base-k expansion of an integer number, with the constraints acting on the latter (also see [38] , p. 667). Quite apart from the fact that these SSBIs only hold for integer variables with values in {0, . . . , k} (so they would not be applicable to continuous NLPs), it is well known that such SSBIs are badly scaled; so that although the corresponding narrowing is formally well-defined and symmetry-free, it is often much more difficult to solve correctly, in practice, than the original problem. We therefore limit our attention to SBCs that are numerically well behaved.
We first give a formal definition of SSBIs that makes them depend on a group rather than a set of solutions.
Definition 9
Given a permutation π ∈ S n acting on the component indices of the vectors in a given set X ⊆ R n , the constraints g(x) ≤ 0 (that is, {g 1 (x) ≤ 0, . . . , g q (x) ≤ 0}) are symmetry breaking constraints (SBCs) with respect to π and X if there is y ∈ X such that g(yπ) ≤ 0. Given a group G, g(x) ≤ 0 are SBCs w.r.t G and X if there is y ∈ XG such that g(y) ≤ 0.
If there are no ambiguities as regards X, we simply say "SBCs with respect to π" (respectively, G). In most cases, X = G (P). The following facts are easy to prove.
For any π ∈ S n , if g(x)
≤ 0 are SBCs with respect to π, X then they are also SBCs with respect to π , X.
For any H ≤ G, if g(x)
≤ 0 are SBCs with respect to H, X then they are also SBCs with respect to G, X. Example 10 Let y = (1, 1, −1), X = {y} and π = (1, 2, 3); then {x 1 ≤ x 2 , x 1 ≤ x 3 } are SBCs with respect to π and X because yπ satisfies the constraints. The inequalities {x 1 ≤ x 2 , x 2 ≤ x 3 } are SBCs with respect to S 3 and X because (−1, 1, 1) = y(1, 2, 3) ∈ XS n , but not with respect to to (2, 3) and X because X (2, 3) = {y, y(2, 3)} = {(1, 1, −1), (1, −1, 1)} and neither vector satisfies the constraints.
We use SBCs to yield narrowings of the original problem P.
Theorem 11 If g(x) ≤ 0 are SBCs for any subgroup G of G P and G (P), then the problem Q obtained by adjoining g(x) ≤ 0 to the constraints of P is a narrowing of P.
Proof By Defn. 1, we must provide a map G (Q) → G (P) and show that if P is feasible then Q is feasible. Assume F (P) = / 0; then G (P) = / 0. By definition of SBCs, there is y ∈ G (P)G
so that y ∈ G (P). Thus, y satisfies the constraints of P and also g(y) ≤ 0, which means that y ∈ F (Q), as required. Now, let η be the identity map; since F (Q) = 0 it follows that G (Q) contains at least one element x. Since F (Q) ⊆ F (P) (because Q is as P with additional constraints) and the objective functions of P, Q are equal, η(x) = x ∈ G (P).
⊓ ⊔
We now describe a way to combine SBCs. Since adjoining more constraints to a formulation results into a smaller feasible region and fewer optima, combined SBCs should yield better narrowings.
Theorem 12
Let ω, θ ⊆ {1, . . . , n} be such that ω ∩ θ = / 0. Consider ρ, σ ∈ G P , and let
Thm. 12 can easily be extended to sets of subsets of {1, . . . , n} where the required conditions hold pairwise.
SBCs from orbits
Consider the set Ω of (nontrivial) orbits of the natural action of G P on {1, . . . , n}. We pave the way for applying Thm. 12 to adjoin SBCs arising from different orbits. Since G P acts transitively on each orbit ω ∈ Ω , for all i = j ∈ ω there is at least one permutation in G P mapping i to j. Let M i j ⊆ G P be the set of all such permutations. Let ω, θ ∈ Ω be such that:
letS be the set of all such σ .
Lemma 13
For all ρ ∈R and σ ∈S, We now propose general-purpose SBCs, valid for G P , which can be derived from any of its orbits.
Proposition 15
Let ω ∈ Ω . The constraints
are SBCs with respect to G P .
Proof Let y ∈ G (P). Since all groups act transitively on each orbit, there is π ∈ G P mapping min y[ω] to y min ω . Thus, yπ satisfies (5).
⊓ ⊔
If there is ω ∈ Ω such that the action of G P on it is the symmetric group on ω, stronger SBCs than (5) hold. Let ω − = ω {max ω}, and for each j ∈ ω − let j + = min{h ∈ ω | h > j} be the successor of j in ω.
Proposition 16
Provided G P [ω] = Sym(ω), the following constraints:
is ordered by ≤. Therefore, yπ is feasible with respect to the constraints ∀ j ∈ ω − x j ≤ x j + , which yields the result. ⊓ ⊔ By Cor. 14, any set of SBC systems with respect to transitive constituents of G P whose corresponding orbits verify Conditions 1-2 (top of this subsection) pairwise is a system of SBCs w.r.t. G P . 
Proposition 17
Since by Sect. 6 we can obtain the set T of generators of G P , it is possible to compute the set of orbits Ω in time O(n|T | + n 2 ) [12] . There are polynomial-time algorithms for testing group membership and subgroup inclusion [49] ; algorithms for dealing with the transitive constituent homomorphism ϕ usually rest on the Schreier-Sims method for computing group generators (of which some implementations as a nearly linear-time Monte Carlo algorithm exist). Thus, deriving SBCs as per Prop. 15 and combining them using Prop. 18 are tasks whose algorithmic implementation is practically feasible.
Generating SBCs automatically
We aim to test two different approaches. In the first one, we simply pick the largest orbit, verify it contains a subgroup C |ω| , and adjoin the corresponding SBCs (5) to the original problem. In the second, we attempt to use Prop. 17 and 18 in order to adjoin SBCs (of type (6) if possible) from several orbits. Since (5) only impose a minimum element within a set of values, whereas (6) imposes a whole total order, the latter should yield a tighter narrowing than the former, and we expect a tight narrowing to be easier to solve by BB than a slack one. This is not always true in practice, however, because narrowing constraints may have some adverse effects too, such as making each BB node relaxation longer to solve and affecting the choice of branching variable and/or branching point.
A set ω ⊆ {1, . . . , n} is a block for G if ∀g ∈ G (ωg = ω ∨ ωg ∩ ω = / 0). A group G is primitive if its only blocks are trivial (i.e. / 0, singletons and {1, . . . , n}). There are practically fast algorithms for testing groups for primitivity. Let ω ∈ Ω be a nontrivial orbit of G P , let T be the set of generators of G P constructed as per Cor. 8, and for any ω ⊆ {1, . . . , n} let
contains a cycle of length |ω|, then C |ω| ≤ G P [ω] ; this provides a practical way of testing the hypotheses of Propositions 17 and 18. The following result can be used for testing the hypothesis of Prop. 16.
Proposition 19 If G P [ω] is primitive and T [ω] contains a transposition (i.e. a cycle of length 2), G P [ω] = Sym(ω).
Proof By [53] , Thm. 13.3. In practice, we form a subset Λ ⊆ Ω of orbits which satisfy the hypotheses of Prop. 18 pairwise. Then, for each orbit ω in Λ we further verify whether G P [ω] satisfies the hypotheses of Prop. 16 or not. Accordingly, for each orbit in Λ , we either output SBCs (6) or (5). We attempt to construct Λ so that it generates as many added constraints as possible, in the hope of yielding a significantly smaller feasible region. We adopt a greedy approach on the orbit length (Alg. 2).
Computational results
We report computational results of two kinds. We first attempt to determine a closed form description of G P for all the considered instances (Tables 2-4) . Secondly, we compare BB performances on the original and reformulated problems. We remark that our symmetry breaking efforts are limited to the adjoining of static constraints to the formulation (rather than employing dynamic symmetry breaking techniques [38] ): with static techniques only, it is not so clear that the proposed approach helps in solving general MILPs, although we have interesting results for some selected instances. The performance on NLPs/MINLPs, on the other hand, is much better. Part of the reason for this is that MILP solvers are technically much more advanced than their NLP/MINLP counterparts -and our MILP solver of choice already contains some symmetry exploitation devices. The good results obtained on MILPs using dynamic symmetry breaking techniques [34, 17, 44] , however, point to the fact that the type of automatic symmetry detection proposed in this paper might be complemented by dynamic symmetry breaking techniques and applied to MILPs quite successfully. This will make the object of further investigations.
Algorithm 2 A greedy algorithm for constructing SBCs.
Input P Compute G P (Sect. 6) Let L be the list of all nontrivial orbits of the natural action of G P over {1, . . . , n} We employ two types of reformulations: Narrowing1 is obtained by adjoining (5) for the longest orbit to the original formulation; Narrowing2 adjoins the SBCs returned by Alg. 2. The BB solvers employed are: CPLEX 11.01 [22] for the MILP instances and COUENNE [4] for NLP and MINLP instances; since COUENNE is a relatively young solver, and not yet totally stable, BARON [47] was used whenever COUENNE failed. The solution statistics are:
1. the objective function value of the incumbent 2. the seconds of user CPU time taken (meaningful when below the 7200s limit) 3. the gap still open at termination 4. the number of BB nodes closed and those still on the tree at termination.
A first round of tests compares the statistics after two hours of computation time (per instance). In a second round of tests, we perform the same comparison with different termination criteria on a meaningful subset of instances. All results have been obtained on one 2.4GHz Intel Xeon CPU of a computer with 8 GB RAM (shared by 3 other similar CPUs) running Linux.
Implementation
We implemented two software systems: the first, symmgroup, computes an explicit description of the formulation group structure. The second, reformulate, implements Alg. 2 and produces a reformulated instance ready to be solved. The algorithm that computes the explicit description of a group structure given its generators has exponential worst-case complexity and is in practice quite slow, whereas reformulating entails computing the orbits from the generators, computing a group action on an orbit, verifying whether a generator has a certain length, and verifying whether a given group is primitive (all polynomialtime and also practically fast algorithms [49] ). Thus, we were not always able to find the group description although we were able to reformulate the original problem to the correct narrowing. The implementation of symmgroup and reformulate is similar up to the stage where the group generators are computed. Both first call AMPL [18] to parse the instance; the ROSE Reformulation/Optimization Software Engine [32] AMPL-hooked solver is then called (with ROSE's Rsymmgroup reformulator) to produce a file representation of the problem expression DAG. This is then fed into nauty's [41, 40] dreadnaut shell to efficiently compute the generators of Aut(D P ) (see Sect. 6). A system of shell scripts and Unix tools parses the nauty output to form a valid GAP [20] input. At this stage, symmgroup uses GAP's StructureDescription command to output the formulation group description, whereas reformulate uses a purpose-built GAP code that simply outputs SBCs (5) relating to the longest orbit (Narrowing1) or implementing Alg. 2 (Narrowing2).
Test set
Our test set consists of almost all the instances in the best known mathematical programming instance libraries: MIPLib3 [6] , MIPLib2003 [39] (containing MILPs), GlobalLib [10] (containing NLPs) and MINLPLib [11] (containing MINLPs). We have not tested some of the largest instances (listed in Table 5 ) because of RAM and CPU time limitations. Our test set consists of a grand total of 669 instances partitioned in the different libraries as given in Table 1 -this table also reports the number of instances whose formulation have nontrivial groups. The instance sizes can be found in the online appendix. 
Group tables
In Table 2 we report formulation groups for all (MILP) instances of the MIPLib3 and MIPLib2003 libraries. In Table 3 we report formulation groups for all (NLP) instances of the GlobalLib library. In Table 4 we report formulation groups for all (MINLP) instances of the MINLPLib library. We remark that all group tables have been compiled with the AMPL presolver disabled. Since the group depends on the formulation rather than the problem itself, the AMPL presolver has an impact on the group structure. This raises an interesting question for future research: determining the exact reformulation of P yielding the formulation group with tightest associated SBCs (a meaningful simplification might call for the reformulation yielding the largest formulation group). An equally interesting question is that of deciding whether a given problem instance has a formulation whose group is equal to the solution group. Critical failures were due to excessive RAM or CPU usage on the part of nauty. Noncritical failures, due to GAP excessive RAM requirements, imply that an explicit description of the group structure is missing but the group generators are provided (so it is possible to reformulate the problem nonetheless). Computational times are not reported in Tables 2-4 because a large share of the total CPU time taken to compute the group structure was taken by GAP's StructureDescription command. Since this was only necessary to compute the tables, but not to reformulate the instances, CPU times at this stage would not be indicative (the CPU time taken to reformulate the instances is reported in Tables 6-9 ). Just to give a rough idea, compiling all the tables took 7 days of computation, with a significant fraction of the CPU time being taken by all the arki-instances. It is worth mentioning (thanks to one of the referees for pointing this out) that the stein45 instance in MIPLib3 has a trivial symmetry group due to an input error of its contributor J. Gregory, as verified by our code. The real Steiner triple incidence matrix actually has significant symmetry.
Results tables
In this section we present comprehensive results tables. Their purpose is to show that breaking symmetry in general helps, specially on NLP/MINLPs. As explained above, we compare the performance of various BB algorithms solving the original problem and two types of narrowings (Narrowing1, adjoining SBCs (5) for the longest orbit; and Narrowing2, adjoining the SBCs output by Alg. 2).
The kind of pattern we notice from the first round of tests (Tables 6-9 -symmetric instances solved with a 2h CPU time limit) is twofold. Firstly, more instances are solved faster S 5 ex8 4 6 S 3 ex9 1 10
a GAP RAM failure. Table 3 NLP instances and formulation groups. GlobalLib arki0005, arki0006, arki0007, arki0018, arki0023, arki0024, elec200, ex8 2 3, jbearing100, minsurf100, torsion100
MINLPLib detf1, dosemin2d, dosemin3d, eg all s, eg disc s, eg disc2 s, eg int s, mbtd, nuclear104, nuclear10b, qap Table 5 Excessively large instances (nauty RAM or CPU failures during reformulation).
in the narrowing SBC reformulations than in the original problem. Secondly, whereas those instances that are solved faster without SBCs only scrape off a minor CPU time advantage, those that are solved faster with SBCs often have a marked CPU time advantage (or, if not run to completion, a noticeable optimality gap or total/unexplored nodes ratio advantage). For MILPs and Narrowing1, for example (see Table 6 ), the cumulated CPU time advantage in favour of the original problem is 275s, whereas that in favour of the SBC narrowing is 9861s. The trend seems to be that the beneficial effect of SBCs is mainly felt for medium to large-sized instances with long BB runs. Even though the optimal solution is often found later on in the BB run when solving SBC narrowings, the BB tree explorations are in general shorter. For those instances not solved to optimality, the ratios of total/unexplored nodes at termination are often larger (fewer unexplored nodes) and the open optimality gaps often smaller. This is what promtped us to run a second round of tests with no time limit for some selected difficult instances (see Table 11 ), on which these effects are even more remarkable. Table 6 refers to MILPs (MIPLib3 and MIPLib2003), Table 7 refers to NLPs (GlobalLib) and Table 9 refers to MINLPs (MINLPLib). All tables have the same core structure recording the following indicators at termination: for the original problem and each SBC narrowing. The last column (R.t.) contains the reformulation time expressed as seconds of user CPU time taken to reformulate the instance (this refers to Narrowing1; the values for Narrowing2 are practically identical, the bottleneck being the computation of the group structure by nauty). Tables 7 and 9 also have a column (Slv) which indicates the solver name: "C" stands for COUENNE [4] , and "B" for BARON [47] . Although COUENNE was our NLP/MINLP global solver of choice, because of its relatively young age it still shows some rough spots, which sometimes hamper the solution process. COUENNE failed on all instances whose results in the table are marked BARON. NLP and MINLP instances where both solvers failed are recorded in Tables 8 and 10 : all these are well known to be difficult instances, and most of them are very large in size. We remark that for many of them the reason for failure was the absence of meaningful variable ranges, which makes the construction of the lower bounding problem inherently difficult. In all tables, data marked in boldface signals an advantage: in general, lower values for incumbent, CPU times, open gap, total and unexplored nodes at termination are considered an advantage. However, for those instances not solved to optimality within the 2h CPU time limit, the higher values of the ratios total/unexplored nodes marks an advantage (meaning that more of the tree has been explored in the allotted time).
Original problem Narrowing1 Narrowing2
Instance CPU a Termination on out of memory. Some of the results for MILPs are very encouraging: the glass4 instance, for example, is known to be a hard one: [24] reports solving this instance using XPRESS 2006B in 7 hours on a 2 processor Xeon system with the following settings: no cuts, best first node selection, heavy strong branching, and variable selection based on up/down pseudocosts. Although it is hard to compare with our results, what with the solver, hardware and version date difference, solving it in less than 20 minutes on a default configuration is worthy of note; even more so considering that the symmetry group is only C 2 . The timtab1 instance solution time is reduced to less than a third by adjoining the SBCs. It is interesting that arki001, mas76 and p2756 have the same number of nodes to completion but different CPU times. The CPLEX output log files of original/reformulated instances being equal for all but the partial CPU times, the only cause of this difference lies in the LP being solved at each node: although most of the times an LP with more constraints takes more time to solve, CPLEX employs several preprocessing techniques which might exploit the SBCs present in the reformulation (but absent in the original formulation) to yield the observed improvements.
On average, with a 2h user CPU time limit, it is slightly more advantageous to solve an SBC narrowing than the original problem. We reported total user CPU time, number of times the solution yielded best optima in the set (Best), and total number of BB nodes. The total closed gap averaged over original problem and Narrowing1 and Narrowing2 reformulations is 22661.35% with a standard deviation of 0.14, which effectively means that within the 2h CPU time limit, symmetry breaking had no effect with respect to the closed gap (without the 2h limit the story is different, see Table 11 ). It appears evident that, on average, breaking symmetry is beneficial when using BB-type solution algorithms.
The results referring to the second round of tests, involving selected (difficult) instances solved without the 2h user CPU time limit, are in Table 11 . As before, data marked in boldface signals an advantage. The most meaningful indicators at termination are:
1. the objective function value of the incumbent (the lower the better); 2. the open gap (the lower the better); 3. the amount of explored nodes per second, i.e. nodes tree×CPU (the higher the better). With extended CPU time limits, Narrowing2 provides a significant computational advantage over the original problem, and a slight advantage over Narrowing1.
We remark also that results worthy of note were obtained on the protfold (open gap reduced by almost half) and seymour (given the problem structure, even a minor reduction in open gap is impressive) MILP instances.
It appears that adding SBCs sometimes has an adverse effect (albeit slighter than the beneficial observed effect). This occurrence may be explained by any one of the following facts: (a) SBCs have an element of arbitrary user choice in them, e.g. the natural variable index order 1,2,3,. . . (constraints enforcing other orders would also be valid); (b) SBCs may change branching decisions; (c) best choices for breaking symmetries may change during the BB tree exploration, locally to each node (it might be advantageous to change narrowing at select nodes rather than just at the root node). These issues will hopefully be addressed in future works (in particular, it might be a good idea to employ orbital branching [43, 44] instead of a static narrowing as a symmetry-breaking device).
Conclusion
This paper discusses methods for automatically exploiting symmetries in MILPs, nonconvex NLPs and MINLPs. We construct the formulation group, then derive static SymmetryBreaking Constraints from its generators, and finally reformulate the given problem to a narrowing where some of the symmetric solutions are likely to be infeasible. The reformulated problem can then be solved by standard Branch-and-Bound solvers such as CPLEX a CPU < 7200 and gap> 0% because of COUENNE's segmentation fault during computation. b Some AMPL warnings might be the cause of the objective function value discrepancy (both were certified optimal by COUENNE).
c When f * = 0 the open gap is (almost) ill defined, thus the value of the best LP bound is reported instead. Table 7 NLP results (GlobalLib solved by COUENNE or BARON). Lower values are best in general; in instances not solved to optimality (CPU=7200), higher ratios nodes/tree are best. Values marked '-' denote Narrowing2=Narrowing1.
(for linear problems) and COUENNE (for nonlinear problems). We exhibit computational results validating the approach. a This instance is unbounded [33] , so the objective function value is not a meaningful indicator. Table 10 MINLP instances where both COUENNE and BARON failed (the deb instances are reported infeasible).
Symmetry-Breaking Constraints practically help finding exact optima by Branch-andBound algorithms: in general, the more symmetry-breaking constraints we adjoin to the original formulation, the fewer nodes we might hope the BB search tree will have. Furthermore, these constraints are generated by the nontrivial orbits of the formulation group action on the set of variable indices. Therefore, in general, the larger the formulation group, the better. Since different exact reformulations of the same problem often yield different formulation groups (all of which are subgroups of the solution group associated to the problem), a very interesting question for future research is that of looking for the exact reformulation maximizing the number (and length) of nontrivial orbits. It must be said, however, that our symmetry-breaking constraints are rather general-purpose, hence they undergo the usual trade-off between generality and efficiency. This suggests that breaking symmetries at the modelling level (static symmetry breaking) should also be complemented by breaking sym- metries at the branching level of the BB algorithm (dynamic symmetry breaking). This will make the object of further investigations. The tabulation of the formulation groups for all instances in the best known mathematical programming libraries suggests that although symmetry is not all-encompassing, it is nonetheless pervasive enough to merit more attention than is currently attributed to it by the mathematical programming community. Current efforts are limited to Mixed-Integer Linear and Semidefinite Programming only (this is the first work reaching into Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Programming) and often assume prior knowledge of (subgroups of) the solution group. If efficient symmetry detection and breaking devices are to make their way into mainstream MINLP solvers, more techniques are needed to address the issues arising in treating symmetry in mathematical programming. ex14 
